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Immersive technologies such as virtual environments and augmented reality have a clear potential
to support the experiencing of cultural heritage by the large public, complementing the current tools
and practices based on tangible goods such as museums, exhibitions, books and visual content. Serious
games–videogames designed for educational objectives – appear as a new tool to learn cultural content
in an engaging way. In this paper, we will provide an extensive portrait of the current proposition of
serious games in the cultural sector, highlighting the educational objectives of games in this domain
and analysing the complex relations between genre, context of use, technological solutions and learning
effectiveness. We finally identify and discuss the most significant challenges in the design and adoption
of educational games in cultural heritage.
1. Research aims
This paper aims at providing the state-of-the-art of serious
games in the humanities and heritage field, highlighting the educa-
tional objectivesof games in thisdomainandanalysing thecomplex
relationsbetweengenre, contextofuse, technological solutionsand
learning effectiveness.
2. Introduction
Virtual worlds have already been used in the cultural heritage
field, allowing the broad public to appreciate remote (in space
and time) cultural content with an immersive experience. This is
the case of many virtual museum applications, which offer the
opportunity of exploring in first person a remote site, manipulat-
ing fragile relics with no risk of damage, benefiting from additional
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multimedia information and following cross-correlations within
the content, appreciating virtual reconstruction of damaged
remains, and much more.
Although they are helpful, these applications still lack a pow-
erful mechanism to engage the large public into an active state of
learningwhere spectators aremotivated to create their ownknowl-
edge rather than to receive information passively. Conversely,
such engagement is evident in computer games providing amus-
ing and compelling experiences, which keep the player focused for
long lasting sessions. For this reason, games with educational pur-
poses –namely Serious Games (SGs) – are now becoming more and
more popular.
Themain feature of a SG is its objective of supporting the player
to achieve learning targets through a fun experience. The fun aspect
of a SG provides engagement and can be determined by several fac-
tors like storyboard, graphics, usability, collaboration/competition
mechanisms and interaction devices. The learning aspect imple-
ments a pedagogical approach, by structuring the educational
content and organizing its presentation [1].
Thus, thedesignprocessof a SGdiffers fromtheoneof a common
e-learning application as an intrinsic balance between learning and
gaming should be found. Indeed, the learning content in a SG has a
predominant role in the game-play, but the game interactions and
mechanics should not simply be a funny layer added atop a digital
learning tool.
In this paper, we discuss the current situation of SGs in the
cultural heritage field, presenting numerous examples of available
games, primarily structured according to their learning objectives.
SGs vary a lot not only in terms of learning objectives, but also of
genre (e.g. adventure, simulation) and of application context (e.g.
virtual visit), which impact game design. In the following, these
three aspects (learning objective, genre and context) will be dis-
cussed while providing an extensive portrait of the current offer
of serious games in the cultural sector. Up to our knowledge, Falk
Andersonet al. [2] represents theonlyoneattempt to sketcha state-
of-the-art of serious games for cultural heritage, mainly focussing
on the technological aspects. Our goal is tackling the application
perspective, while providing a wider showcase including more
recent developments. Moreover, on the basis of the overview, we
also propose and discuss some key considerations for effective SG
design.
In Section 3, a survey of the domain is proposed, which classi-
fies 51 SGs for Heritage according to their main learning objective.
In Section 4, the game genres are discussed with respect to their
potential to transmit effectively the learning content. In Section 5,
the specific requirements of the application contexts are described
along with insights about the common practices and/or suggested
improvements. Section 6 identifies two main SG design aspects,
the game environment and the interaction modalities, and dis-
cusses their effectiveness to maximize engagement and deliver a
proper cultural heritage experience. Finally, Section 7 summarizes
opportunities, challenges and barriers to the adoption of SGs in the
cultural sector and suggests research trends to enhance effective-
ness of SGs.
3. Serious game proposition in the cultural sector
Cultural content is very diverse: on the one side, there is the
physical, or “tangible”, cultural heritage, such as historic sites and
buildings, monuments, documents, works of art, machines, and
other artefacts, which are considered worthy of preservation for
the future. The natural environment is also an important factor of
a society heritage. Natural heritage includes landscapes, flora and
fauna, aswell as geological, paleontological andmorphological ele-
ments. Togetherwith thearchitectonic andartistic legacyof aplace,
such elements are the target of cultural tourism, which is gaining
increasing interest.
Nevertheless, there aremany further factorswhich deeply char-
acterize a culture and have a non-physical nature, namely the
“intangible cultural heritage”. These aspects include social values
and traditions, customsandpractices, philosophical values and reli-
gious beliefs, artistic expression, language and folklore. Intangible
heritage is particularly difficult to preserve, and we believe SGs
have the potential to maintain and communicate effectively, espe-
cially this immaterial legacy. Based on these considerations, we
structured our analysis along a taxonomy featuring the following
categories:
• cultural awareness;
• historical reconstruction;
• heritage awareness:
◦ artistic/archaeological heritage,
◦ architectural/natural heritage.
In the following, we describe each category along with brief
descriptions of SGs tackling the corresponding educational objec-
tives.
3.1. Cultural awareness
Cultural awareness is particularly focused on immaterial her-
itage, including the language, customs, traditions, spiritual beliefs,
folklore and rules of behaviour in a society, without forgetting the
influence of past events on that society. In these regards, SGs have
the potential to recreate accurately non only a physical setting
but rather: provide a holistic experience including sounds (spoken
language, traditional music) and aesthetic elements; bring to life
folkloristic and religious events; give the opportunity to practice in
first person behavioural codes and habits through in-game tasks;
and much more.
A significant representative of games for cultural awareness is
Icura [3]. Playing the game and exploring the 3D realistic environ-
ment with soft traditional music played in the background, the
player learns about Japanese culture and etiquette, which can raise
cultural interest and support a real pre-trip planning. Similarly,
Discover Babylon6, Roma Nova7 and Remembering 7th Street8, aim
at raising awareness about ancient Mesopotamia’s contribution to
modern culture, ancient RomeandWestOakland in the timeperiod
post-World-War-II. Africa Trail9 and Real Lives 201010 simulate a
12,000mile travel by bicycle through Africa or a different life in any
country of theworld (e.g. a peasant farmer in Bangladesh, or a com-
puter operator in Poland), respectively. Recently, Huang andHuang
[4] presented Papakwaqa, a serious game about the Atayal minor-
ity in Taiwan, particularly focussedon intangible cultural assets like
tribal beliefs, customs, and ceremonies.
Some projects are supported by museums and include Yong’s
China Quest Adventure11 and The China Game12 about Chinese tradi-
tionsandFascinatingEgyptianMummies13 about thespiritualbeliefs
of the ancient Egyptians. Finally, The Great Bible Race14 deals with
the religious roots of the Western civilization; The Mosaica project
[5] developed a Jewish heritage game; Les Fromages de France15
advertises the variety of French cheeses and their geographical
provenance.
3.2. Historical reconstruction
Games in this category have history as the primary educational
goal and focus on the faithful reconstruction of a specific histori-
cal period, event or process which happened in the past; notions
of archaeology, art, sociology and politics are also involved. Espe-
cially when dealing with the reconstruction of a specific process,
it is usually important to involve the player actively in this event
(like in a role-play game) to understand and learn the causes and
the development of the event itself. For many events of the past,
like historical battles, there is no physical remain but rather ancient
textual descriptions only. In those cases especially, the recreation
of the environment can give a concrete help to deliver knowledge
of the past to the public in a more accessible way. When physical
remains are available, they areusually reconstructeddigitally in the
environment to enrich the experience adding historically correct
details.
As expected, many games in this category are set in a 3D envi-
ronment. Very interesting examples of this kind are The Battle of
Thermopylae [6] aiming to deliver the historical context and impor-
tance of the battle, the warfare of the opponents, their cultural
differences and the strategic choices, and The Siege of Syracuse [7]
6 http://www.fas.org/babylon/.
7 http://www.seriousgamesinstitute.co.uk/research.aspx?item=171&section=14.
8 http://7thstreet.org/.
9 http://www.mobygames.com/game/africa-trail.
10 http://www.educationalsimulations.com/products.html.
11 http://www.mylearning.org/yongs-china-quest-adventure-game-level-1/.
12 http://asiasociety.org/node/20787.
13 http://www.mcq.org/momies/index.html.
14 http://greatbiblerace.com/.
15 http://www.jeux-geographiques.com/jeux-geographiques-Les-fromages-de-
France- pageid80.html.
recreating the battlefield of the siege by the romans in 212 BC,
where twoplayers take the role of the opponent historical generals.
Others are The ancient Olympia [8]; the Priory Herbert Undercroft, a
reconstruction of the Benedictinemonastery in Coventry, dissolved
byHenryVIII [9];Revolution [10], a role-playing game in the townof
colonialWilliamsburg during theAmericanRevolution; The Playing
History16 game series; GeorgeWashington’s treasures17 and Rome in
Danger18.
There are also some point-and-click adventures, like
TimeMesh19, about some significant historic events of Europe
(the Second World War, the maritime discoveries in the XV and
XVI centuries and the industrial revolution), Signets of Power20
recreating the power struggle between the church, the nobility
and the Crown in Aarhus, Denmark, depicted in 1458 and the Nat
Geo Games Lost Chronicles series published by National Geographic
(among the episodes: The fall of Julius Caesar, The mystery of
Cleopatra21 and Salem).
Strategy games re-enacting famous historical battles are 106622,
The Battle of Waterloo23, and The Viking Quest24, while simulation
games are: Expedition The Game25 about Stanley’s journey to find
Dr Livingstone;High Tea26 [11] set during the opium trade in China;
the History Game Canada27 and Building Detroit28.
The Cat and the Coupe29 is a documentary game about the
first democratically elected Prime Minister of Iran, Dr Mohammed
Mossadegh. This game certainly takes an unusual approach to a
genre mainly concerned with depicting reality: the environment is
highly abstract and symbolic and the atmosphere is dreamlike and
associative rather than realistic.
3.3. Heritage awareness
Themajority of architectural/natural heritage awareness games
either offer an immersive, realistic reconstruction of a real location
toappreciate and learn thearchitectural, artistic ornatural valuesof
a site, or simply offer engagingmechanisms tomotivate users into a
real experience. The term virtual/augmented cultural tourism games
is alsoused in this case [12] and includes the followinggames.Travel
in Europe (TiE) is a prototype game organized as a set of treasure
hunt games across European cities of art, where the stages are set
in relevant cultural points of interest in a 3D reconstructed city
[13]. Similarly, Streets of Culture30 allows users to drive in a virtual
Liverpool around itsmain focal points and learn factual information
through puzzles. The 80DAYS31 EU Project released an adventure
game teaching geography.
Tidy City32 is a location-based game for smart phones that is
played outdoors. The game consists in solving riddles about a
specific city, which might require the player to explore places
16 www.playinghistory.eu.
17 http://www.washingtonsworld.org/washington.html.
18 www.thinkingworlds.com.
19 http://www.timemesh.eu/.
20 http://static.magtenssegl.dk/static/index.html?language=english.
21 http://natgeo.trymedia.com/t 14th/s-1 3036 13607/AllGames/Hidden-Object/
Nat-Geo-Games-Mystery-of-Cleopatra.html.
22 http://1066game.com/.
23 http://www.bbc.co.uk//history/british/empire seapower/launch gms battle
waterloo.shtml.
24 www.bbc.co.uk/history/ancient/vikings.
25 http://www.history.com/shows/expedition-archived/interactives/expedition
-game.
26 http://hightea.wellcomeapps.com/.
27 http://www.historycanadagame.com/.
28 http://detroithistorical.org/buildingdetroit/building detroit.php.
29 http://coup.peterbrinson.com/.
30 http://streetsofculture.com/.
31 http://www.eightydays.eu.
32 http://totem.fit.fraunhofer.de/tidycity.
never seen before while learning about the city’s cultural heritage.
Similarly, O’ Munaciedd33, MediaEvo34 [14], VE-Game [15] and À la
recherche de l’empreinte perdue35 (i.e. Seeking the lost footprint) are
cultural treasure hunts for mobile devices set in Matera, Otranto,
Venice (Italy) and Saint-Jean-Brévelay (France), respectively.
The only game really focussed on natural heritage we are aware
of isWWF Panda Junior36, a WWF-endorsed game dedicated to the
discovery of the African continent and wildlife to raise awareness
about natural conservation.
In artistic/archaeological heritage awareness games, the player
is in contact with the legacy of physical artefacts of a society, and
learns about history, archaeology and art. Virtual museum games
belong to this category. An example of this kind is Thiatro37 [16,17],
a 3D virtual environment where the player acts as a museum cura-
tor, who has to arrange an exhibition on several topics collecting
paintings from different virtual museums. To fulfil their task, play-
ershave to learn iconography,perspective, lightingandshading, the
eras ofArt, etc. Similarly,MiddletonMystery [18] is set inBelsayHall,
an English Heritage site and Bamiyan Valley in an Afghan archaeo-
logical site andaimsat facilitating cooperation among international
experts and local authorities responsible for the site management
[19].
Other games in this category either aim at advertising real col-
lections (e.g.MyCulture Quest38 and Time Explorer39) or are actually
integral part of amuseumexperience (e.g. The History of a Place40 at
the Archaeological Museum of Messenia in Greece). Tate Trumps41
andMuse-Us [20] are two pervasive serious games for use inmuse-
ums, running as smartphone applications; YouTell is about the
battleship “G. Averof” and allows museum visitors to create and
share through smart phones their own media and stories [21,22].
Finally, two games for archaeology: Dessine-moi un Mammouth
(i.e. Let’s draw a Mammoth!) and Multi-touch Rocks [23] dealing
with the engravings in Gargas caves in the French Pyrénées42 and
in Val Camonica, Italy, respectively.
In Fig. 1, a few examples of SGs in the different categories are
depicted. In the next sections, we will discuss how such educa-
tional objectives relate to gameplay, meaning how a suitable genre
is chosen in order to transmit the learning content effectively.
4. Game genres in cultural heritage
SGs in this domain appear in a wide variety of forms, span-
ning from trivia, puzzles and mini-games to engage in interactive
exhibitions (e.g. History of a place, Multi touch Rocks) to mobile
applications for museum or touristic site visits motivated by some
reward/engagement mechanism (e.g.Muse-US, Tidy City), to simu-
lations of past events (The battle ofWaterloo) to adventures and role
playing games set in faithful reconstructions or digital counterparts
of real sites (e.g. the Priory Undercroft, Revolution).
While action games, as the most basic game genre, is one of the
broadest formof entertainment games, it is not so for serious games
in the cultural heritage domain. Actually, this is the least repre-
sented category. Action games require accurate and quickmoves to
33 http://munaciedd.pa.itd.cnr.it/http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/omunaciedd/
id433862734?mt=8#.
34 http://www.mediaevo.unifg.it/.
35 http://www.oust-broceliande-vacances.com/broceliande-actualites/676-a-la-
recherche-de-lempreinte-perdue.html.
36 http://www.e-neko.com/?p=1491&lang=en.
37 http://www.thiatro.info/.
38 http://www.mylearning.org/interactive.asp?journeyid=238&resourceid=587.
39 http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/young explorers/play.aspx.
40 http://www.makebelieve.gr/mb/www/en/portfolio/museums-culture/54-
amm.html.
41 http://www.hideandseek.net/tate-trumps/.
42 http://www.numerigrottes-pyrenees.fr/p-parcours-nestploriafr.html.
Fig. 1. From top to bottom, each row depicts representative serious games (SGs) for cultural awareness (Icura, Real Lives 2010, Les Fromages de France, Yong’s China Quest),
historical reconstruction (The Siege of Syracuse, Roma Nova, TimeMesh,High Tea), architectural/natural heritage awareness (Travel in Europe, VE-Game, O’ Munaciedd, Tidy City)
and artistic/archaeological heritage awareness (Tate Trumps, Thiatro, Time Explorer, Dessine-moi un Mammouth).
perform tasks like shooting or avoiding obstacles,mechanicswhich
arehardly related to cognitivegain, but canbe includedas sub-tasks
ormini-games for the sake of engagement. This is the case of Streets
of Culture and Ancient Olympia, including respectively driving and
sport sessions. The mini-games in Multi-touch rocks can be con-
sidered action games as well. However, in this kind of gameplay
the learning content is relatively low, and games tackle primarily
engagement rather than actual cognitive gain.
Strategy games adopt a gameplay requiring careful and skil-
ful thinking and planning in order to achieve victory (The Battle of
Waterloo and 1066). However, this genre is suitable to raise aware-
ness about the complexity of tactical thinking rather than actually
teach or train such skills.
Very close to strategy games are simulation games, generally
designed to simulate aspects of a real or a fictional reality. Simula-
tion games include several sub-categories like vehicle simulators;
however, among the reviewed games we found only instances of
the so-called construction and management simulators, based on
building, expanding or managing fictional communities or activ-
ities with limited resources. The simulation mechanism is the best
suited to make the player appreciate the consequences of his/her
decisions (e.g.History Canada, Building Detroit). Together with role-
playing adventure games, simulations are also widely adopted for
raising awareness about affective and moral-related issues for the
powerful sense of empathy they are able to evoke. Indeed, the
player slips in another skin and lives in first person difficulties or
injustices (e.g. Real Lives, Expedition Africa). The evaluation of High
Tea [11], for instance, reports that, while the game was primarily
intended as an advert for the corresponding real exhibition, players
became accidentally aware about the anti-moral behaviour of the
British Empire during the opium war, and were quite critical and
surprised (someone nearly shocked) by this understanding.
Trivia games are usually in the form of questions and answers
and the player is supposed to learn (or to trigger his/her interest
about a topic or to become aware of something) from the additional
informationprovidedby thegameafter his/her guess (e.g. TheChina
Game,My Culture Quest).
Puzzle games work solving logic puzzles, or navigating mazes,
or matching tiles. Puzzles are well suited to be played on mobile
devices, and this is reflected by the fact that all the reviewed games
for augmented visits are indeed puzzle games. Moreover, we note
that all the serious games for architectural and natural heritage are
puzzles or at least include puzzles (Travel in Europe). Other puzzles
are either static in-museum application, so that the gameplaymust
be easily comprehensible and the game session is supposed to be
short due to time and space constraints (e.g. History of a Place), or
are deployed on-line nearly as casual games,mainly to raise aware-
ness about the host web site (see, for instance, the Getty Museum
website: http://www.getty.edu/gettygames/).
Adventure games started in the 1970swhen the interactionwas
purely textual, through the prompt. Over time graphics have been
introduced to the genre and the interface has evolved. Now 2D
point-and-click adventures consumed over the browser are quite
common in the heritage sector (e.g. Time Mesh) as well as 3D real
time adventures (e.g. Icura). The gameplay in adventure games do
not require reflex challenges or action; conversely, various puz-
zles must be solved by collecting, combining and using objects and
interacting with people in the environment.
Adventure games are particularly suited to implement the
“learning by doing” approach, which is related to the construc-
tivism theory [24], where the player learns by constructing
knowledge while doing a meaningful activity. In this approach to
education the learner does not passively receive information but
rather actively constructs newknowledgebyfinding information in
the game, understanding it and then applying the new knowledge
to fulfill tasks. As underlined in Froschauer [25], players remember
more the knowledge related to task completion than information
directly provided by the game.
Fig. 2 showshow the different educational objectives are related
to game genres.
5. Contexts of use of serious games for heritage
Serious games for heritage are deployed both in formal and
informal contexts and can be played at home, in a public place,
visiting a city, or at school. Such different contexts of use cast spe-
cific technological and methodological requirements on the game
design. In this section, we will discuss the issues, the adopted solu-
tions or the suggested guidelines in order to produce effective
serious games for heritage in three different cases: the static set-
up in a public space such as at the museum; the augmented visit
(indoor, as at an exhibition or outdoor, as visiting a city) requiring
mobile devices; and the stand alone application for deployment at
home or at school.
As for the game settings of use, the designer has to distinguish
a game primarily designed for non-public settings from a game for
a public space. A game for home use can be more complex because
the user has more time to learn the game goals and mechanics.
A game installed in a static location– typically along the path of
a public exhibition– is likely to have strict space and time con-
straints. Thus, the gameplay should be immediate, with no need
for tutoring [26] in order to avoid creation of visitors’ queues. An
example isHistory of a place, a set of simple puzzles linking to addi-
tional text and images, which visitors of the Messenia museum
can play in single-player mode. A multi-player architecture allows
several visitors to play simultaneously (e.g. Siege of Syracuse, The
Battle of Thermopylae). Exhibitions usually address a larger num-
ber of players at the same time. In such a case, the game can be
designed for players to join, play a short game and then leave at
any time. The recommendations for such kind of games have been
summarized by Cao et al. [27]: be casual and lightweight; be sim-
ple to understand and operate; be suitable for various populations;
implement ad-hoc joining and leaving mechanisms and encourage
group play and communication. An example is Multi-touch rocks,
which runs on a multi-touch table allowing several players to join
seamlessly.
Themulti-player experience reaches itsmaximumextentwhere
a very large number of people can take part in the experience, like
in a dome. Thanks to the available technology, it is possible to gen-
erate a graphically rich and immersive virtual reality; the session
can be much longer even if the mechanics cannot be complex. In
this case, the biggest challenge regards the interaction between the
application and such a high number of players. Usually the system
manages input from controls placed in the seats of the theatre, or
a facilitator actually controls the game upon the audience sugges-
tions. However, the technological set-up is complex and expensive
[28].
Differently from static installations in public settings, games
for cultural tourism and augmented visits (of cities, natural land-
scapes, archaeological locations, museums, etc.) are designed to
augment a real experience and engage players with the cultural
content encountered along their tour. The last generation personal
devices like smartphones perfectly adapt to these scenarios. On the
one side, such tools are more and more popular, the majority of
visitors have one, so that museums do not need to account a bud-
get for additional technical equipment (e.g. Tate Trumps). On the
other side, they provide an ubiquitous link between real and vir-
tual environment– a tourist can enter/quit the gameduring the real
tour of a city whenever he/she has the opportunity (e.g. Tidy City,
VeGame) – and enrich the real experience with social mechanisms,
e.g. the tourist can live a collective cultural experience where play-
ers share commonobjectives for a cultural purpose. Players can also
reference cultural artefacts in situ, allowing for the superimposing
of design elements like ancient buildings onto images or objects
in real world locations (MediaEvo, À la recherche de l’empreinte per-
due). Trivia and puzzle games are the most popular in this context,
especially in the formof treasure hunts: the gameplay can have one
or more players trying to find hidden articles, locations or places
by using a series of clues as an indoor or outdoor activity.
Some other games offer a completely virtual tourism experi-
ence. Games for virtual tourism require an immersive experience
given by realism in the environment and in the navigation (e.g.
Travel in Europe). Virtual museums are not simply virtual replicas
of a real counterpart: in many cases, they integrate affine objects
which in reality reside in different locations (e.g. Discover Baby-
lon), or permit to create dynamically a personalized experience
generating new collections according to the user’s interests (e.g.
Thiatro). But the real challenge for a virtual museum is engaging
the visitor and raising emotions, which supplement the real visit:
indeed, virtual tourism and virtual museum games can be played
before or after the real experience. According to professionals in the
sector, there is evidence that a previous virtual experience helps
visitors understanding and engaging more in a following real visit.
Many museums in North America are heavily investing on their
web sites, adding multimedia and games to engage audiences and
attract more visitors to the physical museum [29]: for instance, the
Mount Vernon Estate and Gardens with GeorgeWashington’s World
for Kids or the Canadian museum of Quebec with Fascinating Egyp-
tian mummies. A few, in Europe, are creating on-line games to raise
interest about the museums and advertise upcoming exhibitions,
e.g. the British Museum with Time Explorer.
Except for games located in exhibitions or designed as mobile
applications for augmented visits, all the other games can be con-
sumed at home or at school, or both: a game can even be played
partially at school, in small groups and with the support of the
teacher, and partially at home. For integration in the formal edu-
cation contexts, the main issue is the adherence to the national
curricula. Then, there are practical issues related to the school
policy with respect to installing new software and to the availabil-
ity of support material to help students in the learning but also
teachers in structuring their lessons and in testing the knowledge
gained through the game. A significant example in this regard is
represented by Playing History due to both the good game design
and the valuable learning material provided. In fact, the design
has been grounded on accredited pedagogical theories for the for-
mal education context and the suggested lesson plan is based
on an experience-oriented approach inspired by David A. Kolb’s
theory of learning [30]. As a result, the game is largely diffuse:
in fact, it has been adopted by more than 70 schools only in
Denmark.
In games for formal education, adaptation to the student level is
also essential. We have found just one example of adaptive game,
i.e., 80DAYS, where user actions, timings, correctness of answers,
sequences are tracked and evaluated. Based on recommendations
coming from an e-Learning engine, game flow and mechanics are
modified to fit the player’s profile. This might be the right way to
go to face this issue.
In Fig. 3, a summarising chartwith the application contextswith
respect to educational objectives is presented.
6. Creating an engaging learning environment
On the basis of the conducted analysis, we have singled out two
main factors as key for serious game effectiveness: an appealing
Fig. 2. Chart of the reviewed serious games (SGs) for cultural heritage according to the primary learning objective and the game genre, where CA= cultural awareness;
HR=historical reconstruction; A/A HA=artistic/archaeological heritage awareness; A/N HA=architectural/natural heritage awareness.
andmeaningful environment and a suited and intuitive interaction
paradigm.
Since 2000, a greater attention has been paid to the graphical
aspects and the most recent SGs appear as real games rather than
just educational tools with a weak game dressing. The choice of 2D
or 3D settings in a serious gamedepends onmany factors, including
the target users and themarket to be addressed. As seen in the pre-
vious sections, a 3D setting is not necessary in trivia and standard
puzzle games (among the 14 puzzle games we reviewed, 50% use
2D graphics, 43% are based on text and multimedia and only one
is set in 3D). Conversely, many of the recent adventure games are
set in 3D environments (the 64% of the 22 reviewed games). In fact,
gameswhich naturally involve exploration/navigation actions (like
in historical reconstructions and virtual tourism) are preferably set
in 3D to be closer to real life. Moreover, the technological advance-
ment has made the use of 3D affordable on standard PCs and now
also on the web thanks to the diffusion of plugins (e.g., Unity Web
player, Flash 3D) andnewweb standards (e.g.,webGL,HTML5). The
adopted platforms are mainly PC (41%), browser (37%) and mobile
(12%)with a fewmulti-platformgamesor requiring ad-hoc set-ups.
Browser games are mainly 2D-based on Flash, while PC games are
mainly 3D developed using the popular game engines Torque and
Unity3D.
In general, the content is created using standard 3D modelling
software or by a 3D reconstruction from real data; procedural
modelling is sometimes applied to create automatically realistic
environments such as cities [31,32]; in virtual tourism appli-
cations like Travel in Europe realism is enhanced through the
geo-referencing. Animations can be created synthetically with
semi-automatic tools for single and crowd animations, but also
throughmotion capture techniques able to acquire real and natural
movements [33].
3D settings are able to support situated cognition by offering a
realistic/meaningful environment where the learning process can
effectively be situated [34] also giving to the player the possibility
of interacting with objects in their actual context [16]. Realistic 3D
environmentsoffer theplayer thepossibility of immersing in realis-
tic reconstructions of events and context, thus facilitating learning,
in particular inhistorical awareness games. For instance, theunder-
standing of the evolution of a battle can be improved by knowing
and dealing with the morphology of the surrounding environment
(The Battle of Thermopylae).
In virtual tourism applications, not only the environment repre-
sents the context where the learning process takes place, but also
is the learning content itself. The gameplay most suitable for 3D
environments seems to be the open-ended (or “sandbox”) game-
play. From the pedagogical point of view, sandbox serious games
are organized such that they support players in building a suited
knowledge structure for the addressed topics.
Virtual museum and virtual tourism games can benefit from
faithful reconstructions of 3D objects or buildings of interest (e.g.
Discover Babylon). The presence of virtual 3D content makes the
experience interesting and informative similarly to the real coun-
terpart: in fact, the visitor can manipulate, rotate, enlarge precious
objects with no risk of damage, and even when the artefacts are
not intrinsically three dimensional, a 3D environment provides a
Fig. 3. Game application contexts with respect to educational objectives.
concrete reference where the learning content is organized [17]. In
any historical reconstruction, the presented data must be accurate
and the main cultural artefacts faithfully represented. Histori-
cal accuracy is clearly crucial and difficult to achieve, especially
when dealing with incomplete, deteriorated or missing remains
or incomplete information. Therefore, collaboration between the
game designers and historians is fundamental to develop a well-
founded serious game in the field.
Where relevant (e.g. in augmented reality applications), a link
to the real remains/objects should be kept to show the context and
increase the available (multimedia) information.
Beside the realism, also the emotional involvement is frequently
employed. For instance, for raising awareness about the problem-
atic conditions of a population, a crucial aspect is the ability of
evoking a feeling of empathy with the characters in the game (e.g.
AfricaTrail).
The second key factor to consider for proper SG design concerns
user interaction modalities. Games are increasingly being played
on-line (on the browser) and/or on mobile devices (especially for
augmented cultural visits). While the majority of games are still
based on keyboard/mouse interaction, mobile applications typi-
cally feature images, SMS (e.g. Tidy City), bar-codes and QR codes
(e.g. Muse-Us). Actually, games on mobile devices have a great
potential to engage museum visitors. One popular type of game
in this perspective is “location-gaming”: the mechanics is that
players go to places, do fast, simple tasks (like typing something
into their phone, or uploading a photo of something), and win a
reward (either virtual points or something tangible). The leading
platform for location-gaming is SCVNGR43, a free application for
iPhone and Android that has already been adopted by several
cultural institutions. SCVNGR uses the GPS embedded in the
smartphone to verify a user’s location in the real world. Interactive
exhibitions for cultural heritage often use specific hardware, like
multi-touch tables (Multi-touch rocks), haptic devices (Gargas
caves), caves and domes (Ancient Olympia), which clearly involve
dedicated HPC systems. Dehais et al. [23] observe that the use of
touch displays in public institutions (e.g. museums) is a common
practice and that interactive displays in exhibitions encourage
a collaborative atmosphere. HCI devices emerge especially in
games for archaeology, e.g. the Multi-touch Rocks and the Gargas
caves–Dessine-moi un Mammouth [34].
Regarding interaction paradigms in general, the trend seems
to be towards as-natural-as-possible interactions like tactile ones
[34,35], even if customers seem still happy with the traditional
mouse/keyboard devices. Indeed, other emerging means like ges-
ture recognition and the multi-modal interactions offered by the
low-cost kinect devices appear very promising [36] because of
the natural interaction supported, which allows the player to use
his/her entire body to interact, thus enhancing usability and moti-
vation because of the huge feeling of embodiment (e.g.MediaEvo).
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a broad state-of-the-art of
serious games for cultural heritage, highlighting the educational
objectives of games in this domain and analysing the complex rela-
tions between genres, contexts of use, technological solutions and
learning effectiveness.
Analysing the state-of-the-art, we have singled out some over-
all challenges and open issues that should be addressed by the
research in order to improve the quality of SGs and their benefits
for users and stakeholders.
43 http://www.scvngr.com/.
Regarding game design, research efforts should be planned
in the direction of a smarter management and provision of
multimodal and multidimensional content. Games for cultural her-
itage often include additional multimedia content that aim at
providing more in-depth information (e.g., History of a Place, Africa
Trail, Expedition-The Game, and others). Adoption of semantics and
integration of web2.0 technologies within a game could be envis-
aged in this regard, as suggested by the preliminary results of
MOSAICA [5].
With respect to in-museum games, we have seen that multi-
player architectures or dedicated interactive shows are able to
engage a large audience, overcoming time and space limitations. A
challenge here is to move from a mass-oriented approach towards
a personalized experience even through a single application able to
adapt to awidevarietyof userprofiles. Theuseof proper interaction
devices may also help in this direction.
Concerning the learning aspect, Bloom’s taxonomy [37,38] iden-
tified three main types of goals of the learning process: cognitive,
psychomotor, and affective, that is, after a learning episode, the
learner should have acquired new knowledge, skills, and/or atti-
tudes. More comprehensive tests are needed to understand better
what game mechanics should be implemented in order to target
higher learning levels in the Bloom’s cognitive taxonomy. A recent
overview performed in the broader field of SGs for learning con-
firms this conclusion [39]. These considerations also highlight the
need for user assessment methodologies able to really understand
the user knowledge level and progress. This will be useful not only
for provision of formative feedback and support of adaptation, but
also to provide proper evidence of a SG effectiveness: the lack of for-
mal evidence of learning gain is still perceived as the main barrier
to a wider SG adoption.
We believe that SGs for cultural heritage are particularly suited
with respect to the affective domain. Empathy with a game char-
acter and plot may be very helpful for understanding historical
events, different cultures, other people’s feelings, problems, and
behaviours, on the one hand, and the beauty and value of nature,
architecture, art and heritage, on the other one. This persuasive
approach should clearly be combined with the rigour of the
scientific method, which is a balance not easy to achieve, not only
in games.
Finally, the design of a SG, by its nature, requires the iterative
collaboration of various experts with specific competences and
skills: educators, art directors, game designers, scriptwriters,
software developers, graphic and sound designers. Additionally,
a SG in the CH field cannot ignore the domain experts who select
the educational contents and the content providers, who can have
additional aims beyond education, as for instance scientific validity
and reliability. This teamwork aims at preventing the final SG from
being just a game with an extra layer of pedagogical content.
Unfortunately, small developer enterprises cannot usually count
on all such experts and then the design choices and verifications are
usually made without the proper knowledge and awareness. We
believe that the new curricula for MSc and PhD courses on serious
games should be able to shape this kind of new interdisciplinary
professional profiles.
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